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Definitions
 Hypothesis is a formal statement of the expected 

relationships between two or more variables

 Research variables are the specific testable 
predictions made about the independent and 
dependent variables in the study.

 An hypothesis is a preliminary or tentative 
explanation or postulate by the researcher of what 
the researcher considers the outcome of an 
investigation will be. It is an informed / educated 
guess.



Difference between an hypothesis and a 
problem
 Both hypothesis and problem contribute to the 

body of knowledge which supports or refutes an 
existing theory

 An hypothesis differs from problem
 A problem is formulated in the form of a question. 

It serves as the basis or origin from which an 
hypothesis is derived,

 An hypothesis is a suggested solution if a problem.
 A problem cannot be directly tested, whereas an 

hypothesis can be tested and verified



When is an hypothesis formulated?
 An hypothesis is formulated after a problem has been 

stated and the literature study has been concluded.

 It is formulated when the researcher is totally aware of 
the theoretical and empirical background of he 
problem  



Functions / Uses / Purposes
 It offers explanation between those variables that 

can be empirically tested.

 An hypothesis refers to a provisional idea whose 
merits requires evaluation – either confirm or 
disprove it.

 It furnishes proof that researcher has sufficient 
background knowledge to enable him/her to make 
suggestions in order to extend existing knowledge

 It gives direction to an investigation.



Uses - Continued
 It narrows the field of research
 A confirmed hypothesis may become a part of a 

theory or may grow to become a theory itself.
 Any useful hypothesis will enable predictions by 

reasoning( including deductive reasoning).
 It may predict an outcome of an experiment –

laboratory setting or the observation of a 
phenomenon in nature.

 It directs the measurement variable
 In medical field hypothesis often refer to cause of 

illness



Characteristics of an hypothesis
 Testability – It can be verified statistically. It must be 

verifiable
 Simplicity – discouraging the postulation of excessive 

number of variables in one statement; written in simple & 
understandable terms

 It should strive to furnish an acceptable explanation of the 
phenomenon. It should have elucidating power.

 Fruitfulness-the prospect that a hypothesis may explain 
further phenomena in the future

 Conservatism - It should correspond with existing 
knowledge

 Scope- application of the hypothesis to multiple cases of 
phenomena       



Elements of an hypothesis statement
 Independent and dependent variables

 Population – Subjects

 Direction

 Measure

 Level of significance

 Declarative statement

 Present tense



Example
 Attitudes of pediatric nurses toward mentally 

retarded clients are more favourable than those of 
medical –surgical nurses as measured by a 
standardized attitude scale at .05 level of 
significance

 Variables – Attitudes and category of nurses
 Population - Pediatric and Medical surgical nurses
 Measure – standardized attitude scale
 Direction – More or higher/ less or lower
 Level of significance - .05



Types
 Causal vs. Associative

 Simple vs. complex

 Directional vs. non directional

 Research vs. Null



Causal vs. Associative
 Causal : Cancer patients with chronic pain who listen 

to music with positive suggestion of pain reduction 
have less pain than those who do not listen to music

 Associative: There is a positive relationship between 
nurses’ attitudes toward AIDS patients & number of 
AIDS patient they have cared for at .05 level of 
significance    



Simple vs. Complex
 The mean chest expansion measure of 

Abdominal surgery patients receiving planned 
exercise program is significantly higher than those 
not receiving the same at .05 level of significance

 Complex: The mean measures of respiratory 
functions of abdominal surgery patients receiving 
planned teaching program is significantly higher 
than those not receiving the same in terms of chest 
expansion, vital capacity, forced expiratory volume



Directional vs. non directional
 Directional: The mean chest expansion measure of 

Abdominal surgery patients receiving planned 
exercise program is significantly higher than those 
not receiving the same at .05 level of significance

 Non directional: The mean chest expansion 
measure … is significantly different from the 
patients not receiving the exercise …



Null or statistical vs. Research
 “ You are wrong, there is no relation; disprove me if 

you can”;( Kerlinger ,1973)

 Example of Null Hypothesis: There is no difference
between pupil- teacher relation in unrest schools and 
pupil-teacher relations in comparable schools which 
experience no unrest



Example of Null hypothesis

 There is no difference in the amount of pain 
experienced by cancer patients with chronic pain who 
listen to music with positive suggestion of pain 
reduction and those who do not listen to music



Example of Research Hypothesis

 Cancer patients with chronic pain who listen to music 
with positive suggestion of pain reduction have less 
pain than those who do not listen to music



Evaluation of hypothesis 
 Hypothesis tested is never proved but verified

 According to Karl Popper’s hypothetical-
deductive method demands falsifiable hypotheses, 
formed in such a manner that the scientific 
community can prove them false  (usually by 
observation). Failing to falsify a hypothesis does 
not prove that hypothesis.; it remains provisional. 
However a hypothesis that has been rigorously 
tested and not falsified can form a reasonable basis 
for action   



 Write examples of hypotheses of different types

 Collect examples of hypotheses from the existing 
thesis and critique them


